
LANDMARK SURVEY
Bibb/Spring 1979

IDENTIFICATION BASE DATA
;..

Present Use:
Original Owner:
Original Use: Furniture (7) Store

Historic Name:
Date/Period:
Style:
Height to Cornice:
Height in Stories:
Present Zoning:
Land Area (sq.ft.):
Assessed Value (land + imp.):

Street Address: 117-121 W. Main Street Walters Building
Map and Parcel: )3-260, 261
Census Track & Block: 1-312
Present Owner: Sophia P. Tripolas

Address: 316 Parkway

1898

Victorian

2 1/2
B-4
49.2' xl37' (6740 sq. ft.)

Restaurant(#]]7) , 2 Retail Stores
John L. Walters (#119,121)

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
This imposing building is three bays wide and three stories tall at the front, dropping to two stories in the rear
below a shed roof covered with standing-seam tin. Construction is of pressed brick laid in stretcher bond on the
facade, and ordinary brick laid in 5-courseAmerican bond on the Second Street elevation. The facade has a pro-
jecting central bay and slightly recessed side bays with corner piers. Traces of old signs painted on the facade
are still legible: "Covington & Peyton" stretching across the entire facade between the second and third stories,
and vertically between the second storey windows: "Oil Stoves", "Gas Stoves", "Toys", etc. The signs on the eastern
half of the building are less legible and appear to have had other signs painted over them at some time. A brick
pilaster with base and pedestal, but no capital, divides the first levelof fhe facade into eastern andwest=nhalves.
Originally there were probably also pilasters at the ends. all with capitals, supporting an entablature above the
storefronts, but they no longer exist. The western storefront has tile-faced walls and a recessed entrance loggia.
The eastern half is divided into two small storefronts, one of which is noteworthy for its tile-faced walls and semi-
dodecadonal-arched entry recess. Windows at the upper level are double-sash, l-over-l light, with bands of white
concrete that stretch across the entire facade between the corner piers, serving as sills and lintels. At the second
level, there are two windows in each side bay and a pair of narrower ones with a fluted pilaster between them in
the center bay. Windows at the third level are shorter. There are qz oup s of three in the side ,,~"c ~n'" +-,.,n ; n +-hQ

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION
center bay, all with single engaged Tuscan columns between them. A projecting parapet cornice with heavy scroll
brackets is set directly above the windows of the low-ceilinged third storey. Above that, one section of the original
roof balustrade remains over the first bay of the Second Street elevation. On the facade, pedestals with finials
remain at the corners and on either side of a pedimented panel above the center bay giving the name of the building
(with an incorrect apostrophe) in raised letters. The first bay of the Second Street elevation matches the facade,
with single windOWS at the second and third levels. Of the remaining seven bays, each of the first five has a metal
sash casement window at the first level. Above the first level, each of the seven bays is recessed between plain
piers. Each has a single window at the second level, 2-Qver-2 light with white concrete sill and lintel extending
the width of the bay. There is a recessed panel in place of a window at the third level. The parapet drops one
step lower with each bay, the panel diminiShing in height correspondingly.

GRAPHICS
W. R. Duke, as trustee for John L. Walters, purchased this lot in 1893 (City DB 4-126). A two-story duplex brick
building with parapet gables, built in the mid-1800's, was torn down and the Walters Building erected in 1898. The
first level was used as a single large store in the early years: J. H. Montague & Co. (furniture), then a hardware
store, then Covington & Peyton (china) in the 1920'S. After the Walters family sold it in 1923 (DB-44-152),
Jefferson-Lafayette Theatres, Inc., bought it in 1927 (DB 57-317) and subdivided it into two stores. Nick Tripolas
4lldArthur G. Costan, who had operated the Monticello Lunch there since the late 1920's, bought the eastern half
f~ 1940 (DB 104-314). In 1944 they bought the western half from Frank J. Edwards, who had owned it since 1927 and
operated the Piggly-Wiggly Grocery Store there (DB 57-419,115-352).

Additional References: City DB 39-64, 383-63, WE 19-196.

CONDITIONS SOURCEScity Records
Mrs. Nick Tripolas (Sophia P. Tripolas)
A. G. Costan
Alexander, Recollections of Early Charlottesville
Sanborn MaPs - 1896, 1907, 1920, 1969
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